G8 interior

What do you think of our new website? Always Free Shipping! Order by 2 P. EST M-F and your
order ships same day. Auto Parts Categories:. Pontiac G8 Parts: Interior. Filter by Vehicle Year:
Year Sort Best Match. Lower Price. Higher Price. Title A-Z. Title Z-A. Availability: In Stock and
Ready to Ship. Ships Same Day for orders placed by 2pm ET. Part number: AM Add to cart.
Need this part fast? Choose Next Day Air at checkout! Emergency Auto Safety Tool. Clear All.
Select Your Vehicle. Searching for: Interior. Part Type. Floor Mat Fitment. Cut to Fit. Set
Quantity. Seat Option. Low Back. Lighting Size. Promotional Items. Please help us make certain
we are selling you the correct part by confirming the year, make and model of your vehicle:.
Body Sensors. Exterior Accessories. Wiper System. Interior Accessories. Interior Components.
View All Interior Items. Air Intake. Belts and Engine Timing. Engine Components. Axle and
Driveshaft. Transfer Case. View All Drivetrain Items. Brake Light Switch. Headlight Assemblies.
Headlight Sensor. Headlight Switch. Headlight Trim. License Plate Lights. Lighting - Interior.
Parking, Corner, Side Marker Lights. Roof Lights. Tail Lights. Engine Cooling. Part Bundles and
Kits. Fuel System. The Pontiac G8 is a full-size rear-wheel drive sedan sold by Pontiac. The base
models have inch alloy wheels, a rear spoiler, four-way powered front sports seats, telescopic
steering wheel, and a seven-speaker CD sound system with XM Satellite Radio and auxiliary
audio connector. The Pontiac G8 GT adds a 6. There is also a Premium kit equipped with leather
upholstery and six-capacity heated front seats. The hatch can be selected as an independent
option. The Sports Kit available for the GT adds inch alloy wheels with summer tires and sports
steering wheels. The Pontiac G8 GXP is a four-seater Corvette Americans have long prayed for,
sharp handling, excellent response to the four-piston Brembo brakes, very balanced and neutral
handling, and a simple and modern look to interiors and decorations. Modern Pontiac interiors
were hardly known for their design or quality, but the interior of the Pontiac G8 is undoubtedly a
breakthrough. The central pile is pleasing to the eye and while many surfaces are hard to touch,
they feel generally solidly built. The passenger room is suitable for a large car, there are
generous accommodations back and forth. The wide load offers a load capacity of The lack of a
redline indicator for the tachometer is also unfortunate. The base of the Pontiac G8 is powered
by a 3. It sends its power to the rear wheels via a five-speed automatic transmission with
manual shift control. The GT 6. Pontiac G8 V8. Pontiac G8 Interior. In road tests, the G8 GT
climbed to 60 mph in 5. V6-powered base models should take about 7 seconds. Due to the
cylinder shut-off feature, the fuel economy of the GT V8 is close to that of the V6. All Pontiac G8
models are equipped with front- seat airbags, full-length side airbags, disc-assisted brakes,
stability control and traction control. OnStar is standard equipment. You must be logged in to
post a comment. Leave a Reply Click here to cancel reply. All rights images and videos in this
site reserved owned by its respective owners. Remember Me? What's New? Results 1 to 6 of 6.
Thread: Pontiac G8 with a SS interior. They changed so many little things between the two cars
such as how things mount as if almost to make converting a VE into a VF a seemingly
impossible task. These cars as shells are virtually identical, same platform, just different on the
outside. I also take no responsibility for damage you may cause to your property, this is purely
for informative purposes. Currently my car is a G8 GT on the outside, but on the inside it is VF
commodore, commonly referred to as a Chevy SS Please note: I am going into what fits, I had to
make minor modifications here and there, some cutting, some drilling and some welding. I will
simply give a rough idea of what is involved as I did not document it very well until I neared
completion. If you need pointers I am happy to help, but also note, if you are going to attempt
this, get yourself a donor car. Mine donor was a rear end hit from an auction that had no hope of
seeing the road again so I did not feel bad cutting it up Well here are the answers to the above
questions: What can actually fit Starting from back to front as this is where the battery sits Well
the harness is a direct bolt in as long as you transfer over all the modules and harnesses roof,
trunk, console, dash, engine bay, and engine , it even mounts in the same places as the G8
harness did. Tail light wiring, and license plate lamps, back up camera will be different as you
can imagine since the G8 has camera and license plate in the boot lid and not the rear bumper
as the SS does and the G8 doesn't have the Chevy-esq lights in the boot lid, so there is a bit of
cutting and splicing here, but not too bad diagrams can be posted later if there is interest in this
Essentially everything will fit in the same spots until you get to the dash. On the G8, we have a
bulkhead connector on the passenger and driver side footwells. No biggie since every
component is being transferred. So in a nutshell, the electrical system will have to be
transferred completely if you want this to work. The doors are a direct bolt in, but you need to
get cute with the grommets where the harness travels from the door to the body. The seats are
tricky. The mounting rails welded to the body between the two cars are slightly different and the
front rail is spaced differently in both cars. You will need to drill out the spot welds and move
the rails back some. I dont have a specific measurement, I used a seat to get a precise location
by using the rear rail as a reference. I did end up grabbing the rails from the donor car for the

front only, in retrospect I wish I had done so for the rears as it would have made the process
easier. The dash is tricky too but will mount as well, and there is one mounting point that both
cars share which I used to locate all the other mounting points. This will require cutting off the
VE mounts for the dash that are on the A-pillar and some fabwork will be required to make a set
of mounts to fit the new dash in. But ironically you will notice on the VF that the cutout for the
G8 parking brake cable is still there with a rubber plug. This is just one of those things that
shows how similar both cars are. You will see plenty more of these little similarities as you go.
The shifter will mount the same. The hardest part was the firewall. The G8 has a removable
piece of firewall that all these components mount to. I took the G8 plate, and mounted the SS
plastic bracket to it and reinstalled it. The hard part was getting everything precise because if it
is off, then you wont know it until everything is assembled. I used the brake booster mount and
the steering shaft hole as a reference for this. The SS windshield will mount on a G8, as will the
back glass. The front and rear subframes are a direct bolt in, my G8 has electric steering and
electric parking brakes now this was by far the easiest. The G8 and SS alternator are the same.
The front and rear electrical boxes mount up to the body as long as you have the corresponding
brackets. The exhaust will also mount the same, slight modifications are needed to the muffler
hanger if you plan to use the bi-modal exhaust from the SS which is what I did. You need to get
a little creative with the hood release. All the side trim plastics need to come from the VF. The
seatbelts and roof airbags can stay so long as you splice in the proper connectors and I
personally replaced the impact sensors on the front clip and the sides. The SS fans, condensor,
radiator, etc bolted right up. The battery jump start point also transferred. I also transferred the
fuel lines and brakes lines which I would recommend if you strip the car down that far. Also, I
transfered the battery cables too since the VF cables are much thicker. The VF has more
grounds in the harness, so you need to add some along the body for these additional grounds.
Any questions.. Simply cut them off the white connectors and splice them together. For
example on Global A - white goes with white, blue goes with blue. I have found that a lot of
Comm errors are caused by the Onstar module specifically on the new K2xx trucks and this
takes it out of the CAN loop while retaining the function of the factory microphone and ditching
the invasion of privacy that comes with this ONSTAR gimmick. I can post a diagram of this if
anyone is interested too. Sounds really badass though. Question is where are the pics??? I am
really interested to see what it looks like. I agree with SpeedDemon. We need PICS! Yeah they
are not anywhere near identical. FYI - they may appear to have the same doors but everything
was revised. New tools for damn near everything. Anything is possible with them. A friend at
work also learned the hard way with the suspension updates Nice work either way! Last edited
by roman; at AM. Alex, ya can't leave us hanging like this, man! All times are GMT The time now
is PM. All rights reserved. With thousands of tradies across NZ, Builderscrack has your job
covered. Hi, We are looking for someone to help with our Fencing. It's around 17m2 on the drive
way. I have a retaining wall put up few year ago but the Guy I used didn't do a very good job
however we managed to fit it as much as we can. Now we want fence either
1996 ford f150 fuel pump wiring diagram
motoguzzi owners club
volkswagen golf service schedule
to attached to the retaining wall or Put a new post above it as I will like the fence around 2m
high. Please come a have a look and let's talk. Am working as a trade man so the best time to
meet me will be evening or Weekend. I will like this job to be done very soon. Email Sign up
today to get cracking. Javascript required â€” This site requires Javascript to operate correctly
â€” please enable javascript in your browser settings or if you are not using a modern browser,
please give Chrome or Firefox a try. Post job. Choose tradie. G8 Interior. Job description closed.
Timber Fencing Glen Eden, Waitakere. Tradespeople Tradie 1 jobs No longer in contact Tradie 2
not reviewed 0 jobs No longer in contact Tradie 3 not reviewed 0 jobs No longer in contact
Tradie 4 20 jobs No longer in contact Tradie 5 11 jobs No longer in contact Review for this job
Communication. Get started now! Post your job for free and find the right tradie. Post your job
for free, now! Get started. Please wait Log in.

